-:.Question Of The Day
Why did you £orne to lynn Unrversity?
•
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Coffee in the Courtyard
What: flamenco dancers,
tres leche. FYE Students:
Get your Academic Adventure passport stamped by
one of the Student Involvement staff members!
Where: Student Center
courtyard
When: 3:00-5:00 pm
Why: Celebrates Hispanic
Heretige Month

Just a few years ago if you had
Snake 11 on your ceil phone
things must have been good.
In today's era of technology
the growing rate of ceil phones
with advanced operating systems and applicable applications is amazing.

Men's Soccer
Who: Eckerd
Where: St. Petersburg
When: 7:00pm
Women's Soccer
Who: St. Thomas
Where: Miami
When: 4:00 pm

Meet the Press!
e iPulse 2006 Staff
Editors:
Jade Berez and
Stephanie Baker.

•

"Because the other school I was
going to was like a mooasleiy. It
was in the middle ofnowhere!"

"Because
here."

Jonathan Kriebel, Senior

Johanna Bautista, Senior

my

Staff: Bealriz Lewis, Laura
Vann, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minute, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samantha Mwphy, Whit
Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining, Lia
Jahnke, Shira Grauman, Ashley
Duclcrcy, Vanessa Ott, Christina
Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey.

"I wanted to get away from the
island [Aruba) and see something different."
Hiram Vrolijk, Freshman

Outlaw On Fat! New Organazation
Do You Know About RHA?
Tronsiot is Out
B Beatriz Lewis

Just when you think you have heard it ail, another shocker comes up. There has been recent
discussion in the news about a possible illegalization of artificial transfat in resturaunt food.

Art Director: Stephanie Baker
Circulation Director: Eric
Weiss

sister went

That means that everyday American meals including french fries and donuts could be eliminated from your favorite menus.
It has already been prohibited in Chicago, is up
for serious consideration in New York City, and
could start making its way towards you.

When people were asked their opinion about
this law, some replied by saying that it was
a good idea and a great way to help people
lose weight.

Others were outraged claiming that the fat is what
makes food
is true that foods get a
lot of their
flavor from
a d d e d
but now
arc being
to switch
next
six
to
other
gredients
and margarines, and could face up
of dollars in fines if they don't!

fats,
rcsturaunts
ordered
within the
months
cooking insuch as oils
to thousands
trans

As for costs and the use of preservatives,
it has been found that neither of this issues
will become affected by the change. The issue is, however, tampering with the liberties
of Americans, whether it may be benefitial to
their health or not. The federal government
recommended last year that people get less
than I percent of their calories from trans
fats. Chances are, that recommendation could
soon become and enforcement.

Do you like living in your residence hail? Do
you have any complaints or new ideas you'd
like to share with others? If you answered yes
to any of these questions you migbt want to
check out this Organization.
Residence Hail Association (RHA) is ail about
the peoples' opinions and serving the Lynn
community. The mission of RHA is to improve
your experience living in the dorms and to create a bond between students and the campus.
The duties of RHA arc to serve, protect and to
be beneficial towards the residence hails, and
also the Lynn community. They listen to a lot
of ideas and arc also open to change. RHA is
here to help out the residents and make your
life happier. RHA includes a chairperson and a
representative from each residence hail.

Aocording to Healher Sears, RHA is also responsible
for organizing "Movie on the Wall" once a month;
open for all students, including free popwm!
Last year, RHA tried to get students involved, but
this year they arc reconstructing the organization
and focusing on the needs of the residents.

RHA is thinking about reducing the line in the cafeteria and placing a machine so it will become easier
to get in and just grab a meal without any hassle.
Anyone is welcome to participate in the meeting and get their voices heard.

Almost anything which could
possibly be done on a windows
XP operating system can be
done on the run wherever you
might be with one of today's
many various smart phones.
Can you say GPS Tracking
device?
Let me introduce to you probably

the newest and craziest service
which will blow your mind.
Say hello to Moiogogo.
Mologogo is a free service
which is able to track you or
your friends GPS enabled
phone from another phone or
on the web. Moiogogo also
adds real-time location based
services, social networking.

Pretty much if you're a total
James Bond freak then here
you go, a dirt cheap tracking
device which uploads your clients location every minute and
down to the very foot in which
he or she stands.
The service works on pretty
much all Nextei phones, Windows enabled smart phones
and blackberry's. If you unfortunately don't fall into these
categories then don't worry!
You stili can be that creepy
guy who stalks around his
friends and possible lover; I
would recommend spending
$80 on a no contract Boost
mobile phone and then let the
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Shoes Aren't Just A Fetish For Gins!

Sneakers Are Big Among Men

Player of the Week

Fl Kdt.ey Fl!~i:ioinll

By Jeffrey Messman
What makes each sneaker so
special is level of individualization that goes into creating
the sneaker.

NlkeSnuken

Women, if you think that
you are the only ones with a
shoe fetish, than you thought
wrong!
Men all over are sporting fushion's hottest addiction: sneakers.
have
been
but

\.:fJZ)' m~aktr

om

there, We are not
Pharrell
just talking about
any old sneaker, we are talking
about sneakers that are hot in
design, color, and sneakers that
are different fi:om what anyone
else out there is wearing.
Top sneaker designers include: Air
Jordan's, N'lke, andABalhingApe.
Those sneakers you see celebrities, sports hero's and
rock stars wearing are not just
your average sneaker; men
are dropping anywhere from
$200 to $9,000 for a pair (and
we thought Manolo Blahnik's
were over-the-top ... )

Nike, for example, has sneakers specifically designed not
only for running, but different
types of running. And that's
in addition to their regular
lineup of sneakers, although
men nowadays don't just buy
sneakers because they need
something to run around in;
they are buying sneakers to literally make their outfit.
These shoes really bring a new
meaning to men's fashion everywhere.
Men all over
ar~
lining
up just to be
fi rSt the first
on line, for
the new "in"
;;;;;.! sneakers' release. So next
time he rolls
Kevin Federline his eyes while
you're drooling over some
Jimmy Choo's ... remind him
that the shoe is now on the
other foot!

A Bath_!!!!l Ape sneakers
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The Sunshine
State
Conference
announced Lynn
University's
Tim Melia as
the Defensive
Player of the
Mella
after
Week
helping the Knights post a 2-{)
record.
Melia becomes the third member of the Blue and White in
four weeks and the first Knights
goalie since Liam Bull on October 3, 2004 to earn player of
the week honors.
Melia tallied three saves in a 3-1
victory against Florida Southern,
helping Lynn remain a perfect
10-{) all-time against the Mocs.
The junior transfer followed
with a season-high five saves,
including three within the first
six minutes, and his conference leading sixth shutout
against Florida Tech.

draw considering every finalist
wore LU's Blue and White.
Third- seeded
Julien Carsuzaa took home
the men's title
and a trip to the
ITA National
Small College
ChampionCarsuzaa
ships when topseeded teammate Lorenzo Cava
retired because of an injury.
Carsuzaa also picked up the
doubles title with teammate
Dennis Riegraf after fellow
Knights Cava and Dennis Reinert defaulted because of injury.

In the women's draw, twotime defending champion
Victoria Weltz
was upset by
doubles partner
Alex Schunk
Schunk
6-2, 6-4 in her
attempt at a three-peat.
Not to be left empty handed,
Weltz then partnered with Schunk for a 9-7 doubles victory
over teammate Gedvile Norkute
and Leigh Shelton for the title.

Sweet Success
Men Shut-Out Teth
Jeffi'ey Messman
The men's soccer team brought
Florida Tech back to reality
with a 3-0 drubbing Saturday
afternoon. Nano Short and
Carl Wallace scored for their
second consecutive game and
Jean Alexandre added his
first goal of the season as the
Knights stopped the Panthers
winning streak at three games.

Head
ooach
Shaun Pendleton
said, ''Oir ot:
Liar: did the job
byp.nlingtheOOII
into the back of
the net whm they
fad the chance
Alexandre
and OlD' defense
respooded with a shulwt"
Keeper Tim Melia made three
saves within the first six minutes of play. The Knights sustained the barrage of shots and
countered by knocking in the
first goal.

Melia lowered his conference best
goals-against-average lo 0.33.
Lynn returns to action Wednesday, October 4 at 7 pm when it
travels to St. Petersburg, Fla.,
to take on Eckerd College.
Fans can follow the action
live by logging on to www.
lynn.edu/athletics and clicking
on the "live audio" and "live

Cean Sweep
oumoment Chompio
Je

Messman

The tennis teams won the Wilson ITA Southeast men's and
women's doubles and singles
championship on Sunday.

Coast University to take part
Rlegraf
in the National
Tournament from Oct. 12-15.

Vlquez
in his
fourth goal of the year.
Just three minutes later Viquez
again sent in a perfect cross
from the sideline but this time
Wallace sliced the ball past
Panthers keeper for the score.
Alexandre would put Lynn up
3-0 in the 68th minute when
the Panthers backfield failed
to properly clear the ball.
Lynn returns to action Wednesday, October 4 at 7 pm when it
travels to St. Petersburg to take
on Eckerd College.

en
On!_ompus Todo~ __ _
KAT Java Jam, "Ball in the
House"
What: This great vocal group
will perform their well known
songs. Students will enjoy free
Cafe Ala Carte service at all
Java Jams.
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
Resume Makeover
When: 5:00pm-6:00pm
Where: Trinity Hall
Wby: Attend this workshop
to assess your qualifications,
skills and accomplishments for
employment purposes. Identify appropriate resume and
cover letter styles and formats
to market your qualifications to
the needs of the employer. Attendance is required for scheduling on-campus interviews.
(*For CHAMPS athletes)

Question
Of The Day :
Wfiot wo~dlssue most concerns you?
I

Re ortc b Er · W•"

- ~ You Hungry?

The 2008 Audi RB
Bv W
"Terronsm because it's dangerous and unpredictable"

;.;,;;;.;;o;;.;.;;.-...Jwtior
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Meet the Press!
he iPulse 2006 Stoff

Devin Tison , Senior

stl

~

Freshman

romcz
The Associated Press program offers up to
22 paid internships for students who are aspiring print, photo, broadcast, graphics and
multimedia journalists.

Art Director: Stephanie Baker

Faadly AdWor: Myles Ludwig.

Anna Sykora,

· g About An Internship This Summer.

Editors:
Jade Berez and
Stephanie Baker.

Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura
Vann, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minuto, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samantha Murphy, Whit
Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining, Lia
Jahnke, Shira Grauman, Ashley
Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Christina
Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey.

RS6 in 2002 ... RS4 in 2005...
and the R8 in 2008.

BS-TV New York and The Associated Press Have lnlernship Opportunities
'

Circulation Director: Eric
Weiss

This past year, Audi raised the
bar and gave to the world the
RS4. Smaller then the RS6 in
size but never the less, a killer
to anything in its line of competition.

''Terrorism because if we stick
our nose and be the worlds police
they will atlllck us again"
Hiram Vrolljk, Freshman

11 lov.cr

A few years ago Audi released
their newest addition of the
R line with an amazing RS6.
It was simply a beast in a tailored suite!

Recently the iPu/se was notified of some internship opportunities. Over the next few weeks we
wiD be running articles featuring these internships
and how you can get involved.

The internships are individually tailored
training programs for full-time juniors, seniors and graduate students at U.S. colleges
and universities.

Before we embark on this ride,
be sure to bring your riding
essentials: Flight suite from
NASA, heart meter, and the
thrill and smiles... that's on
Audi for free.
The 2008 R8 speaks for itself. The R8 boats a beastly
414 horsepower high raging
engine, with complements of
Audi's Quattro drive train.
This baby will even have the
M5s running from its path!

The WCBS-TV New York college internship pnr

gram offers undergraduate students a broad knowledge of the inner workings of a television statiOIL
Students are assigned to a variety of departments.

To apply you must assemble the following: a 300 word autobiographical essay
on this topic: ''The Associated Press seeks
to recruit and retain a workforce that emCoUegeVniversity level students in satisfactocy aca- bodies a wide range of talents, experiencdemic standing with an overaU grade point average
es, achievements and journalistic skills.
of2.7 (C+) and a minimum grade point average of
Please describe the qualities and accom3.0 (B) in liJI!ior courses me welcome to apply.
plishments you would bring to the comIn order to be considered please submit a letter pany"; a resume and cover letter; five to
of intent, a resume, a copy of college transcript, seven clips; two letters of reference, at
two letters of recommendation from professors or least one from a professor or faculty ademployers and a letter from the school confirming viser on school letterhead.
number of academic credits to be received.
Department supervisors me responsible for intern
assigrunents. A minimum of 3 dsys a week is required for aU interns participating in the tiill or spring
programs. Consecutive dsys are preferred. Summer
interns are scheduled on a full-time basis.

The WCBS-TV internship program is a nm-paid pnr
gram. l-lowever, a limited stipend is povided to assist
students with transpol1ation and luo;h expenses.
The deadline tor the spring program is November
15. For more information visit www.WCBSTV.
com or contact Vanessa Kenon-Hunt @ WCBSTV; 524 West 57th Street; New York, New York
I00 I 9 vkenon-hunt@cbs.com.

The internships start anytime between midMay and mid-June.
Contact your nearest bureau for an appointment to interview and take the timed news
writing test To locate your nearest bureau,
go to http://www.ap.org/pages/contact/con-

RS Interior
The V8 is not just an ordinary
high horsepower engine, were
talking about utilizing the midengine Lamborghini Gallardo
platform.

Watch out for all of you M6
and Vantage enthusiasts.
The R8 will be on sale for
roughly lOOK, but for the price
it is completely acceptable; if
anything you are getting a bar-

tacthtmL
Applications for the 2007 program, including interviews and tests, must be completed
by Nov. 15.

Ap Associated Press

AudiRS

olleyball Overcomes S lo\V Start

Money SavingTp;

How to Save Those Dollars
By l hr" Dorsey
Spending too much money is a
problem for everyone.

omen Down Flagler
lh

J_rHr·~'

\1.-,,m.on
Intermission between games
two and three offered Lynn
head coach Lynze Roos and
opportunity to light a fire be·
neath her players, who responded in full. Trading leads
early in the third, the Knights
cut back on mistakes only to
find Flagler do the same.

Here are some helpful tips to
help you save some cash:

e Guardian
ovie Review
B} Bcatnz L<\\lS
If you love a movie that gives
you hope and inspires you,
then The Guardian is the movie for you.
The Guardian is abwl a lqjendaly
Rescue Swimmer, Ben RaOOa1l
thai la;es his men in a t3tal crash.

He is sent to teach atanAschoo~
an elite school fur Coast Guards.

R.andall comes across Jake Fischer, a yoong ooclry guy who wants
to prove he is the best
They butt heads for a while,
but then he comes to realize
that Fischer is a yoW!ger version of himself when he first
started at Coast Guard.
Randall pushes Fischer as han!
as he can because he knows what
Fischer is really capable of.
Randall molds Jake's raw
character with a touch of dedication and heart.
With graduation coming up,
Randall and Fischer travel to Kodiak, Alaska and test the slrong
dangers of the Bering Sea.

The Lynn Univmity volleyball team remained Wldefeated
all-time against Flagler College with a 3-1 victory SW!day
I. C=le a OOdgl:t When yru cash afternoon.
moneyoutofthebank try to~
it last
Although the Fighting Knights
struggled in the first game,
2. Cut back the amount of aedit they rallied together for a 30canls in yrur walld. The fewer 32,33-31,30-26,30-27 win.

aedit catls yru have the least ofa

Win Prizes!
IIIGIIItorl•&

Fischer finally learns the true
meaning of commitmen~ sacrifice, and gets a sense of heroism.
This movie is full of action
and has some really thrilling
scenes. It portrays how committed these people are towards
protecting their country.
With Ashton Kutcher and
Kevin Costner in the picture,
how could anyone resist?

Flagler would then open things
up with a 9-0 run before tbe
Blue and White's 9-2 stretch
pulled within a pair with a
Deirdre Knobeloch lcili.
Still in i~ the Knights took the
lead 30-29 after being down
21-13 earlier with a block by
Sydney Taylor and Bedner.

C<>-eaptains Larissa Wither- After a time-out by the Saints,
spoon and Melissa Roberts the host squad hunkered down
both finished the afternoon to score the next three points
3. Gas is expensive. Trytocutyrur with double-doubles.
and take the game 32-30.
amoun1 ofdriving when~
Witherspoon led all players Game two looked to go Flawith l5 lcills, adding IS digs in gler's way early also, running
the process. Roberts chimed in out to a quick 6-0 lead. Lynn
would chip away at the Saints
with 16 kills and 16 digs.
lead, pulling within two at
Irmina Zamara also put to- 12-10 before their hosts' 7-1
gether a double-digit kill per- run created a bit of breathing
Moi!Re Gu st.llcln
formance with II, hitting at an room.
4. Try C8IJlO(l&1g Soor peDple impressive .308 clip.
have even stll1l:d walking <r riding
Unwilling to be the first LU
their bicycles to conserve gas. Libero Christie Schade led all team to ever lose to Flagler,
s. Do not blast yrur air-condi- LU players with 18 digs, while the 2006 Knights slowly crept
tioning when you do not need it freshman defensive specialist up on the Saints, capitalizing on a late 6-1 run to tie the
It CO!I9.lllles way too much gas. Jordan Crook contributed II.
game at 29-29.
LYM Unlwrslty's Hecaltfl Redshirt freshman setter Megan Bedner tallied a career- Forcing another game into exClllcl Wellness
Weight Loss Competition high SS assists to lead all play- tra points, the Knights tied up
C.yn11 StiJ/erlls 4llifStaff ers. She added a match-high the match at 1-1 on a block by
three service aces, tied for the Taylor and Zamara.
Lose Weight and lead with teammate Zamara.
danger it is to spend 1hase dollm.

• FREE co•lldeiiiW '"""'
• FREE HII'IIIHII cea111H11•1
• FREE esercfldplaaRI•af~PDnldlna

• FREE ln,.,_lle.ai&•HI
IJIO'Ikfrl
•FREE BMI I< !lady lit
allbnlloa
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JJ :OOam 2:00pm

I

A S-0 LU run to make it 12-10
was COWltered by an immediate
5-0 Saints run, while a 25-23
advantage was also evened out
by Flagler scoring three straight
to tie things up. After a tirne-oot
called by Roos, Lynn took things
in their own hands to score five
of the next six points, ending
with a kiU by Witherspoon.
The fourth and final game was
very similar to the third, with
neither team willing to concede
anything. Anytime either team
made a push, their opponent responded to keep things close.
Lynn 1oolcm to have things in ooncrol late with a pair of~ rms to
make it26-19, but the feisty Saints
battled bock COJI1esy of a 7-2 nm
to pull with lWO 8128-26.
Trading the next two points,
Zamara took things into her
own hands witb an emphatic
lciil to end the day and the
Saints' hopes.
The Knights next n:turn home
to the friendly confines ofthe de
Hoernle Center for a six-match
home stand, beginning on Friday against SW!shine State
Conference foe Saint Leo.

The first game was one of nms,
beginning with a 5-0 start by
the bost Saints (I 5-8). The
Knights (8-7) would battle
back, putting 10gether a string
of six unanswered points,
capped by a Zamara kill, to
even the frame at 9-9.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Juslin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Question
0 T e Day
What is your favorite course?
Re orted b Alain Roche
Friday, October 6th
Turkish Airlines

Saturday, October 7th

"Public Relations, because I
like my teacher and it's interesting material."

"Hospitality; I learn many different aspect ofhow to run a successful restaurant, bar, and business."

"Development Psychology,
because my teacher makes the
class interesting and fun."

David Norwood, Senior

Monica Garbarino, Junior

Mer~dith

Stein, Junior

The man identified as Hakan
Ekinci, 28, took over the
Boeing 737-400 with approximately a hundred and
thirteen people aboard.

Philhannonic Orchestra Con-

cert

When: 7:30pm
Where: Saint Andrew's School
Who: The perfonnance will take
place under the baton of resident
conductor Albert-George Schram,
a Netherlands native who has been
associated with some of the coun-

''Micro Economics, because it
deals today's world wide basic
economic activities."

"Corporate Finance, because
learned fundamental principle
for managing and organization."

Art Director: Stephanie Baker

Circulation Director: Eric
Weiss
Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura
Vann, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minuto, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samantha Murphy, Whit
Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining, Lia
Jahnke, Shira Grauman, Ashley
Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Christina
Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey.

On Tuesday morning an unarmed man hijacked a Turkish Airline plane en route to
Istanbul, Turkey.

Table Mountain

The study tour to Spain with professors Ralph
Norcio, John Pickering and Anna Krift was an academic adventure for 36 College of Business and
Arts and Sciences students. Krift provided some
photos and the itinerary of the trip.

Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig.
She said, "We also went to the Acerinox, the stainless steel factory in Los Barrios, located in the
southern providence of Cadiz . "
One of the students who went on this trip, Rebecca
Colb, also took the whole summer semester to travel
to China, New York, and South Africa to better educate herself about the world and what it has to offer.
She talked about Spain, saying: "We went to so many
businesses like the electric company, a car dealership
and a steel company. We also traveled from Madrid
to Barcelona and all over Spain . The main point of
the trip was to learn about international business, and
to learn the culture, by seeing landmarks, temples,
cathedrals and the architecture."

"Financial Accounting, because
my teacher explains the material
well and I learned a lot in class."

According to CNN the man
slipped into the cockpit when
a flight attendant opened the
Barr brougln J5 students
door, Ekinci then handed the pithe colleges of Education and Hospitality.
lot a note claiming that he had a
message for the Pope, and that
Student Hanan Kovens said, "Behind the scenes other hijackers aboard another
at the hotel Commodore I got a better understand- unspecified plane ''would blow
ing of the operations of kitchen management. that plane up if the missive
This trip also offered many other activities such didn't get to the Pope."
as working with poverty-stricken schools, and we
also worked with kids in townships."
Thrkish officials said Ekinci was
an army deserter seeking politiHanan said, ''The poverty made you think ofhow cal asylum, and added that he had
lucky you are. There were no luxuries."
high-jacked the plane in protest of
the Pope's upcoming visit to TurBut, he said ''the best Jmt was hiking Table Mountain" key were incorrect
The trip also brought them to Cape Point, Mendoza Island and around to many townships. Interestingly Exteen has a house in South Africa the
group visited.

Ekinci himself wrote to the
Pope in August, asking for
help in avoiding military duty
in his home country.

Rebecca Colb said, "The education system seemed
to be so much more advanced. They respect their
culture. They all wore uniforms, even in the poverty-stricken township schools."

Also, reports claim that Ekinci feared for his life because he
had recently converted from
Islam to Christianity.

She said the change from a 5-star hotel to a hostel
to camping for a few days was drastic but now she
has a better appreciation for the Hospitality major.

The Pope's impending visit to
Turkey has come under fire in
recent days after he was quoted
as saying disparaging remarks
about Islam and Muhammad.
Although the Pope issued an
apology, there has still been
backlash by the Muslim community.

Colb said, her favorite part of Spain was, " Madrid . The city was amazing and the culture was
so inviting, it was incredible."
The trip to South Africa with professors Shaun

Ekinci, who is of
Turkish decent,
wanted the plane
to land in Rome,
so that he could
deliver a note to
the Pope.

Barcelona, Spain

Despite all the dr.a ma surrounding the Pontiff, The Vatican
issued a statement saying the
trip will go ahead as planned.

the dark introspective themes of
love, desperation and despair.

Anderson slid the ball past the
keeper's left side, ricocheting
off the far post and into the net
for a 1-0 advantage.

The album is quite different
from the last one "Fallen." It
is a little bit more grown up.

Lynn put another goal on the
board thanks to a Bre Reising
steal near midfield in Bobcat territory. The freshman took control of an errant St. Thomas pass,
streaking towards the goal for
another LU 1v 1 opportunity and
a cushion goal to the far post.

The tracks are a little bit harder,
and when writing with new guitarist Balsamo, Lee says, "He lifts
me up as a writer and everything I
write a little bit more cooler."

After a long awaited arrival,
Evanescence has finally release their second album "The
Open Door".
The album is full of attacks
toward people who have betrayed the lead singer, Amy
Lee. Such as the first single
"Call Me When You're Sober", a song aimed at her exboyfriend Shaun Morgan the
lead singer of Seether.
Others include ex- guitar player
Ben Moody who left the band in
2003, and the ongoing legal dispute with fonner manager. ''This
record is totally inspired by the
crazy stuff that's gone on over the
past year or so," Lee said when
talking about the new album.
Amy Lee and new guitarist Terry Balsamo pulled it off with
another successful album.
A number of the tracks include
a choir, as well as strings that
were recorded inside an old
chapel. The album explores

Lynn University's Health
and Wellness
Weight l..oss Competition

£ ynn Stutfents arufStaff

Lose Weight and
Win Prizesl
• FREE confidential weight
monitoring

Although losing guitar player
Ben Moody, the band still pulls
through with an album that is
definitely worth listening to.
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Satellite Radio

Sirius and XM satellite radio are
getting bigger and bigger as they offer some really cool gadgets. They
are commercial free and encompass comedy, talk, fiunily, news,
sports and religious programs.
Sirius has Maxim, NFL foot
ball live, and Howard Stem,
while XM has Oprah, NHL
andNASCAR.
What more could a someone
ask for?
The VeiT1best part,of both of the
satellite \radio providers is you
never have to fiddle with the dial
when you go from state 'ki'state.
You can travel all over the country listening to the same station.
After going out and listening
to the two, Lynn students Maria Roseburg, John Crawford
and Brian Fischetti agree that
Sirius has better programming,
but XM had a greater variety.

• FREE nutritional counseling
• FREE exercise fitness
planning/counseling
• FREE informational guest
speakers
•FREE BMl & body fat
calibration

Sign up at:
STUDENT CENTER LOBBY

October 5 & 6
ll:OOam - 2:00pm
lR GARYMARTIN,
~b··•IL I ttL-.: DtAB
~rJI
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The score would stand at 2-0
going into halftime.

soccer team was stunned
by Eckerd College 2-1 on
Wednesday night. Kenneth
Viquez scored the lone goal
as the Fighting Knights lost to
Eckerd for the first time in 16
games. Lynn falls to 9-1 overall and 4-1 in the Sunshine
State Conference.
Lynn dominated the first twenty minutes of play, controlling the pace and tempo of the
game.
But Eckerd slipped one by the
Knights defense on a throw-in.
The Tritons throw came from
the far comer and sailed into
the penalty area. LU's clearance went to an Eckerd player,
who turned around and fired a
shot to the far comer for the
goal.
Just five minutes later Eckerd
struck again.
The Blue and White countered
with aggressive pressure at the
onset of the second half. The
fruits of their labor were finally realized in the 75th minute.
Carl Wallace and Viquez broke
away from the Triton defense
for a 2-on-1. Wallace's shot
deflected off the shin of keeper Chris Howe and right to
Viquez, who easily put away
the shot on an open net.

1be one of the features on some

of the satellite receivers is a music
memory. There is a rewind and
fastforwardbuttonsoifyouherea
song and want to here it again you
can rewind live radio. This feature
stores from 30-44 minutes of live
music so you can listen to the song
over and over again. It's like TIVO
for your radio.
So what are you waiting for?
Go pick one up today!
- t
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Five point blank shots over the
final five minutes couldn't get
Lynn back into the game.

Howe, who was making his
first appearance of the season,
made diving save after diving
save, the final one coming on
a Wallace scissor's kick inside
the six-yard box.
Lynn out shot Eckerd 21-9 and
won the comer kick battle 7-4.
LU returns to action Saturday,
October 7 at 12:30 pm when it
hosts Palm Beach Atlantic.

WomenV1ctorious·

So<eer Remains Unbeaten
~~MC.<;sman . .
The women's soccer team
improved to 19-0-0 all-time
against St. Thomas University
with a 3-1 victory on the road
Wednesday afternoon.
The Knights jumped on the
board first in the 29th minute on
sophomore Molly Anderson's
seventh goal of the season.
Mindy DeCara pushed a free
kick through the Bobcat (2-9)
defense, finding Anderson for
a one-on-one showdown with
STU keeper.

Reising's goal, her second of
the season, turned out to be the
game-winner as St. Thomas
notched their only goal of the
game just six minutes into
the second half. Sandra Vargas slipped a pass through the
Lynn defenders to a waiting
Nora Vartia, who then rocketed a shot past Knights keeper
Natalie Feller's outstretched
hands for the score.
Feller led all players with fives
in her second appearance of the
season and first career start. All
of her saves came in the first
half, thanks in part to a mu1tiple long-range low-percentage
shots forced by the LU defense.
Lynn's third goal came when
freshman Jennifer Perreault
connected with junior Ashley
Chubbs on a comer kick, allowing Chubbs's header to
find the back of the net for a
3-0 lead.
The Fighting Knights return
home to face Saint Leo University on Saturday, October
7, at 3 p.m.

en

Question 0 T e Day

On (ompus Today

What would you do if you found someone's iPod on campus?

lh ( hrhllll:l Cul"n

lh -\l.un r11chc

When: 10:00 am-2:00pm
Where: Cafeteria
What: Students can have free
airbrushed !-shirts made while
music plays during lunch.
" I would probably take it and
give it back to StudentAdministrative Services."

" Bring it to the school to the
school to find the owner."

When: 12:00 pm- I :30 pm
Where: DeHoemle Lecture
Hall
What: The Internship orientation is mandatory for all
LU students wishing to do an
internship. Apply your skills
in a for-credit internship.
Men's Soccer
Who: Embry-Riddle
Where: Home
When: 3:00pm

"Take it to the security check becauselwowdwantsomeoneoo
lhat for me."
A5l1ley Ulrk:h, Senior

"I will listen to it then give it to
security."
P'hlllp Prada, Senior

"I'll keep it or sell it"

"I wowd ask people to find out
who's !-pod it is."

John Stone, Grad Student

Alex Collt~~, Jw ot

Morgan OSullivan First Year Experience Teacher
h \l.illl

Where: Lynn Residence Center, 3rd ftoor aerobics room
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Enjoy a relaxing and healthy
workout!

Meet the Press!
he 2006 iPulse Stoff
Editors:
Jade Berez and
Stephanie Baker.
Art Director:
Baker

Stephanie

Circulation Director: Eric
Weiss
Advertising Director: Shira Grauman
Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura
Vann, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minuto, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samanlha Mwphy, Whit
Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining, Lia
Jahnke, Ashley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Christina Cutsinger, Chris
Dorsey.

Faculty Advbor: Myles Ludwig.

One ofthe biggest shoes being
seen all over Hollywood and
in all the fashion magazines is
the ballet slipper.
These ballet slippers are being
offered in designer and not so
designer, which makes them affordable. They are coming in
all different prints and colors.

,From the Student Administrative Services to the Classroom

Aerobics Fitness Class

·~r

This fall as we've seen the
different decades come back
in style such as the 60's 70's
and 80's we are also seeing a
change in shoes. This isn't a
bad thing for us women seeing
that we love shoes so much.

KAT Lunch on the Lake

Internship Orientation

Slipper Sensation
New Shoe Styles ThisFall

RlllhC

Morgan
O'Sullivan is
a current First
Year Experience teacher
at Lynn University who is
originally from
Ireland.
He specializes in teaching FYE which stands
for First Year Experience for new freshman
students and also works in The Student Administrative Services in the Green Center.
O'Sullivan studied his undergraduate and masters in Cork, Ireland and was qualified as a
teacher in London.
This is his first year teaching FYE class and
has found the diversity of the Lynn student
body which helps him to provide a world
wide view on all matters discussed during
his classes.
This diversity helps him to teach students on
how the world is becoming a much smaller
place, especially in this age of technological
development.
O'Sullivan has brought his own Irish teaching method skills to Lynn. He states "I have
brought my experience from teaching the very
youngest at elementary level to the more mature student at university level.
In addition I hope that my experiences teaching in Ireland and England have brought an
added dimension to my classroom with a
sense of my Irish Culture coming through in
my approach."

One benefit that O'Sullivan says about
his job is that working in the student administrative services is a good experience for him to see the real world that
helps him to provide a clear perception
of what students may actually have to do
before making it into the classroom.

The leopard prints are very
cute. The plain black with
just a bow are also very sweet.
These ballet slippers can be
worn with jeans or leggings.
They are perfect for everyday,
and for eveningwear. If you
wear them out, you should
make sure to dress it up and

accessorize!
He also discovers benefits working with
other staff members "Staff members are
always supportive and willing to offer
advice and share ideas. It is through the
sharing of ideas that we will be able to enhance the communication and as a result
the teaching experience for all students at
Lynn."
In addition, O'Sullivan went on to say that
the most challenging aspect of teaching is
that "It would he great to have longer class
time with the students. Very often you feel
that you are only starting and the time is already gone!"

Another popwar shoe that's
coming back is the ankle
length booties. Chunky heels
are back again and all over.
Platforms come along with
those chunky heels.

The higher the better with heels this
season. The platforms or clrunlcy
heels compliment the skinny jean,
which is huge this season.

Also ankle boots are back in
style. Make sure to buy them
either below the ankle or right
He finds teaching to be rewarding at Lynn above the ankle. They can even
because teaching FYE class as a staff be worn with skirts or leggings.
member affords him a good opportunity to
get to know the student population on an- Shoes can make or break an outfit
other level instead of learning about other so it's vecy important that we pick
issues of registration, accounts and finan- the right shoe for the right outfit!
cial aid.
And women know lhat we can
never have too many shoes!
0' Sullivan says that teaching FYE allows him
to learn more about students, have the ability to
point the student in the right direction and his
ability to give advice in times of difficulty is
very rewarding for him.
He uses what he has learned from teaching in
England to help him understand the needs of
Lynn's vast international student body.

Restaurant Review

GoKTeom ties Alone in Serond Place

innie's All Doy (ofe
H) ( hn,lma

luhm~a

ly Kc1r l\lci\Jcoll

When looking ·for a quick
healthy place to get a bite, look
no further! Vmny's all day
cafe located in regency court
off ofYamoto and Jog.
Vinny's is a perfect stop to
get a taste to sit down or to
go! Vmny's opens at 7:00 am
and closes 7:00 pm Monday
through Friday, Saturday and
Sunday 7:00am until 4:00pm.
Starting with breakfast, I would
recommend the egg sandwich.
This is a toasted bagel with a
fried egg, cheese, and bacon
all for the low price of $2.95!
They brew all different types
of coffee. Including lattes,
mochas and iced coffees!
For lunch and dinner they offer an assortment of salads,
sandwiches and wraps. They
have a huge create your own
salad. In this create your own
you can choose your lettuce,
your protein, and any vegetables you can imagine! The
protein consists of chicken,
tuna, ahi tuna, and shrimp.
After making your salad, they
will chop it to a perfection of
your liking! Now you can also
put the salad you just made
into a wrap if you wish.
They have a list of wraps to
choose from also! One of the
most popular wraps is there
chicken ceaser.

menl Katy McNicol! and Elise
Brandl are tied for lhe individual
lead while Natasha Morgan is
also in contention.

Men's Golf Without Touching Distan

e

After the first 36 holes of the
Nova Southeastern University Fall Invitational, the Lynn
University men's golf team lies
alone in second place, only five
shots behind fellow Sunshine
State Conference member EckerdCollege.

ers

CD Review
By 1\ll·nk Pllculu
Moustache and beard wearing
cowboys is the new look The
Killers are sporting.
With the release of the new album "Sam's Town", the group
decided to go for a completely
new look.

The name "Sam's Town"
comes from place about five
miles off the strip in Las Vegas, popular with the locals.
With the reinvented look and
sound this album is sure to go
platinum.
The first album went for a new
wave retro sound, for the second time they switched it up
throwing in hints of vintage
Springsteen, parts of Bowie, and a little bit of vintage
Queen.
The Killers are an awesome
indie band, and this album will
definitely surprise fans, in a
good way.
Still messing around with the
1980 new wave, but now incorporating more of the sound,
mainly the heavy use of synthesizers that were thrown into
the mix.

They also have an assorlment of
different types of specialties sandwiches, wilh all kinds of bread to
choose from. I recommend lhe
turkey club on foccai bread! If
you want somelhing light a scoop
ofnma wilh crackers is a perfect
snack. Vmnys has lhe best tuna
I've ever personally tasted.

This is due to producers Flood
and Alan Moulder who worked
on the album helping make the
tracks brighter and edgier.

When you're done with your
meal, in the back there is an
assortment of yogurts and ice
cream. If you want to stay on
the healthier side opt for a frozen coffee blend.

The music may be huger, the
influences are definitely heavier, the lyrics are more adventurous than off the last album
"Hot Fuss", and the band is
more self assured.

Vumys is a great find wilh amazing food! Once you 11y it I promise you won't be able to resist it!!
I warn you its addicting!!!

With the turn around of the
band this album is a must listen to. Out in stores, pick up a
copy and check it out.
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The Knights find themselves at
the top end of the leader board
in a tournament that includes
five of the top seven teams in
NCAA Division II.
"We've got a great chance tomorrow," said head coach Chris
Greenwood.
"A lot of the higher ranked
teams have been blown away
in the strong South Florida
wind and has left us in a great
position to win this golf tournament, which will hopefully act
as a kick-start to our season."
On a tough day for scoring at
the wind ravaged Haig Course
at the famed PGA National Resort, Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.,
native Greg Gonzales put his
local course knowledge to gOOd
use as he led the team with 75
and 73 for a 148 total.
Gonzales
showed great
consistency
and determination throughout
both rounds by
collecting four
birdies en route
over par total.
A trio of Knights, Scott Aydelotte, Matt Bookatz and freshman James Jankowski, scored
totals of 150 and are just two
strokes behind Gonzales.

Attempting to
find the winning formula,
Greenwood
changed
his
five man starting line up for
the third time in
as many tournaments, bringing
in Jankowski for his first outing
with the varsity team.
The new starting five tallied
rounds of 303 and 295 for a
598 total and head into the final
round just five strokes behind
Eckerd (593).
USC-Upstate (602) is in third
with Florida Gulf Coast (603)
and Barry University (603) tied
for fourth.
The Fighting Knights tee it up
again tomorrow for the final 18
holes in a bid to win their first
tournament of the fall session
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McNicol! and Brandt took different paths towanls identical first
round scores of74.
McNicollneeded nine holes
to warm up
before shooting a 35 on the
back nine and
Brandt came
out scorching
on the front nine before cooling on the back side.
Morgan is tied
for sixth and
ju3l ~'0 mokc~
back ofthe two
leaders. Maha
Haddioui and
Megan ManMoi'SI•O
gone are tied
ft~r J 6!h after shooting opening 78s.
Lynn shot a team-low score of
302 at the PGA National Reson & Spa and heads into the
final day of competition with
a slight nod over top-ranked
Florida Southern (305).
Host Nova Southeastern is
in second (309) while no.3
Barry University (31 0) and
four-time defending national champions Rollins College are tied for fourth.

H n~h "~''~

The second-ranked Lynn Universily women's golf team opened
lhe NSU Fall invitational with a
lhree s!roke lead heading into lhe
final round of lhe 17 team tourna-

On Tuesday, the women
will tee off at 8:30a.m. and
play 18 holes, to be followed by the tournament
awards ceremony.

ORDiR ONLI NITODAY

Rounding out the top five
for LU is freshman Fletcher Coonan, who shot a 159,
respectively.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By• Jusfin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Question 0

en
On Campus Today

e Day

Are you a different person thon you were fiVe years ogo?
B

B~atriz

Lewis

Yoga
When: 1:15p.m-2:15p.m
Wben: 7:00p.m-8:00p.m
Wloere: Lynn Residence Center, 3rd Floor Aerobics Room.
Karate
Wilen: 4:00p.m-5:00p.m
Where: Lynn Residence Center, 3rd Floor Aerobics Room.

Bang Music Fes ·

aft Punk·nesto-Ouron Duron._
Yes. I'm more mature, independent, and open- minded, and I
have more friends."

"Yes. I developed a sense of humor. I also changed my 1a.<te."

"Yes, I have a different outlook
on life. I'm more mature, responsible and realistic."

Relay for Life (First planning
meeting.)
When: 5:00p.m
Wloere: Knights' Court
Anyone interested in joining
the committee, registering for
a team or presenting fundraising ideas should attend.

Christine Thibodeau, Junior

Job Searclo (International
Students.)
Wilen: 3:00p.m-4:00p.m
Where: Trinity Hall
What: For the international
student seeking employment
in the United States, there
are special considerations
and immigration issues to be
considered.

"Yes. because I was more shy
and close minded."

"Yes, I'm more laid back."

"At 17 I thought I had it all figured out, and now I don 'l"

Jessica Gluck, Junior

James Smith, Junior

Vanessa Ott, J unlor

Dean's Sbowcase
When: 7:30p.m
Wbere: AG Theater
What: Jon Robertson, presents the Dean's Showcase- an
exposition of various delightful solo and chamber works
performed exclusively by the
conservatory's finest young

musicians.
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WhttTower
The date is November I Oth
2006, and the most important
thing for you to do is quickly
schedule a doctor's appointment for your soon to be ruptured ear drums due to the
coming Saturday night Bang
Music festival extravaganza.
Daft Punk, DJ Tiesto, Duran Duran, Modest Mouse, 4
Strings, and the list goes on!

Campus Dorm Rooms Burglarized
Safety ond Security Issues on Campus
Rachel Weiss
You're asleep when a strange man creeps into
your room ... Doesn't seem likely? That is exactly what happened to two dorm rooms in the
early morning hour.; on September 17th.
Lynn University is a campus of wealth, privilege, and prestige. It is hard to believe that
criminals lurk in even the most secure of settings. The fact is they do, and precautions
should always be taken.
The administration understands the growing
need to ensure security in today's society.

On September 16th, a student brought an old
high school friend onto campus.
According to records at the Boca Raton Police
District in the early morning hour.; of Septem·
ber 17th, a man crept into two different female
dorm rooms.
This man was a friend of a student The student, for matters that will not be mentioned, has
been asked to leave the university and is facing
charges of felony Grand Theft.

Due to this student's mistake of bringing a
The school will be increasing the amount of person of questionable character onto camcameras, as well as security rounds the guards pus, a collaborated value, estimated to be
go on. There will be sporadic door checks, in thousands of dollars were stolen in that one
which a note will be left for you on the door if night he was there.
it was left unlocked while empty.
Within a month there will be blue light polls
with emergency call boxes located around
campus.

Bang will feature over forty musicians that will be spinning
their beats from the best clubs
of Germany, to a very relaxing
session by Damian Marley.

The show will commence November lith at the Bicentennial Park in Miami, so don't
bother calling around trying
desperately to book a table
at the many clubs, or to hear
Daft Punk spin its famous
"Around the World," or see
Tiesto awaken the masses with
"Lethal Industry" because it is
sadly not going to happen.
If you and your other cronies
however wish to attend such
a party, get your tickets soon;
such an event draws not only
us Floridians in, but invites the
entire club culture from as far
away as New York City.
Tickets can be purchased at
CD Connection in Boca Raton, or simply by visiting the
Bang website at www.bangmusicfestival.com.

As for this year, they have already created an
additional second shuttle for late night students
around campus.
Vice President of Student Development Dr. Jim
Hundrieser recognizes the steps that are needed to
reach ideal safety measures, and wants to educate
students on them as well.
He believes that our campus is a community, and
that we can all contribute to the safety within our
district of which is Lynn University.

Dr. Hundrieser wants to remind students that just
by being our own neighborhood watchers, we can
contribute to the safety ofour campus by reporting
something or someone that might be suspicious.

Unaware, vulnerable, and defenseless, these
girls were put into a situation that could have
gone beyond theft, and all because they had left
their door.; unlocked.

Do not let this happen to you; being safe can
make all the difference.

Shortly put, ifyou are into dance
and house music, it simply is the
closest America will experience
in both DJs and atmosphere, to
that of typical European outdoor
music festivals such as the United Kingdoms Creamfields.

The concert will hit it off with a
Want to report something but remain anonymous? The School has instituted a new line,
Tips Hotline at (561) 237-7800.

bang of beats undoubtedly; hoever its up to us and Miami to
give them the real show.
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olleyball Returns To Wmning

odoy's New Technology

ir oflfldories Over Flagler College and Northwood
y Jeffrey Mesman

B Kevin Mielec

Cil Most

people
have heard of
Bluetooth technology, but what
is it really?

O

There are many electronic devices that can connect to each
other; most common are electrical cables, Ethernet cables,
WiFi, and infrared signals.
As time continues inevitably
technology will advance. In
this day and age electronics are
straying away from the restrictions of wires, to the freedom
of wireless communication.

dio-frequency bands, like in
baby monitors, and cordless
phones.

An example of Bluetooth is in
your cell phone and your car.
You have a conversation with
someone from work on your cell
phone and then jump in your car
and drive horne, if someone calls
your cell phone, because both car
and cell phone are have Bluetooth, your car will automatically pick up your cell phone signal
and transfer the cell phone call to
the speakers in your car.

Once

With a pair of victories over
Flagler College and Northwood
University, the Lynn University volleyball team rerurned
to their winning ways and an
above .500 record.
The Knights took down Flagler
3-1 in the opening of a tri-match
at the de Hoemle Center before
easily dispatching the Seahawks
3~ in the third match.

you

The most current step in that
direction is Bluetooth communication technology.

enter
your
car, the Bluetooth signal
from your cell

Computers, entertainment systems and mobile phones are
some of the devices that make
up this electronic community.

phone transfers to your car thus saving you
from driving arotmd fumbling and
holding on to your cell phone plus
saving your cell phone battery.

These electronic communities
use a variety of wires, cables,
radio signals and infrared light
beams. Connecting these communities is becoming more
complex every year.

Now that you have arrived
home, walking to your door
the home Bluetooth signal
picks up your cell phone and
transfers any calls to your cell
phone to your home phone.

A Bluetooth connection is
wireless and automatic, which
has interesting features that
can simplify our lives.

This is just a small example
of what Bluetooth technology can do for you. Why is it
called Bluetooth?

One current problem is when
any two devices need to talk to
each other they have to agree
on a number of compatible
points before any information
is exchanged.

Hamid Bluetooth was king ofDen..
mark in the late 900s. He managed
to tmite Denmarlc and part of Norway into a single kingdom.

Bluetooth takes small-area
networking to the next level
by removing wires and by
keeping transmission power
low. Taking advantage of ra-

The Knights finished ahead o
the top-10 teams in the country and Katy McNicoll won
her first career tournament.

evening.
She notched a
double-double against the Saints
with 17 kills and a career-high 26
digs while adding a match-high
16 kills with eight digs against
Northwood.

Also contributing to the Knights
offensive success were fellow
senior Larissa Witherspoon and
junior hmina Zamara.

Defensively, sophomore libero
Christie Schade put together solid performances with
matches of 16 and 17 digs.
She also nearly tied the threegame match record for service
aces with five against Northwood.
The Knights opened the first
match against Flagler with a
30-23 victory.
Lynn put a comfortable distance between themselves
and the Saints with a 7~ run
to make it a 12-5 contest and
hold off Flagler runs the rest of
the way.
Game two against the Saints
was a back-and-forth affair
early, trading leads and ties
until the Knights took a 25-24
lead on their third 3-0 run of
the game.
Flagler kept close but never regained the lead or forced a tie
as Lynn won 30-27.

Go Victory
eom Defeated Fiorito Southem

''This was a fantastic day for
our team," said head coach
Courtney Bibby, whose team
has won two of the three tournaments it has participated in.
McNicollled a
contingent of
four Knights
in the top-10.
The
sophomore
from
Carnoustie,
Scotland shot a
round 75 for a 36-hole
career-low 149 to close out
medalist honors.
Elise
Brandt
finished sixth
individually
with a 152 two
day total, also
a 36-hole career best. Lynn
nearly blew its
three stroke lead over Florida
Southern, but defeated the
Moccasins in a one-hole playoff.
Lynn (607) nearly blew its
three stroke lead over Florida
Southern ( 607), but defeated
the Moccasins in a one-hole
playoff.

Chad Beattie
performance while
Zamara added 20 kills, 12
against Flagler, hitting at a
scintillating .486.

Choosing this name for the
standard indicates how important companies from the
Nordic region are to the communications industry, even if
it says little about the way the
technology works.

Showing they belong in the
same breath as the nation's
best, the second-ranked Lynn
University women's golf
team defeated top-ranked
Florida Southern in a playoff
to capture the Nova Southeastern Fall Invitational.

The Knights and Moccasins
finished II shots ahead of
four-time defending national
champions Rollins College.
The Blue and White return
to action Monday, October
30 at the SLU Fall Preview.

$10 OFF. ~IP
your ~rst pvrchCJSC
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against the Seahawks.
was also aggressive with her
serving, earning five services
aces against Flagler.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Juslin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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to Keep You Busy Throughout the Weekend

Friday, October 20
Weekend Reglstradon
Where: Lobby, de Hocmle International Center
When: 8 am- S pm
Open Recepdon for Model
United Nadons
Who: Keynote
speaker, former Ambassador to Panama
Ambler
H.

Moss Jr.
What: "Diplomacy Then
and Now: Meeting the UN
Millenniwn Goals."
Where: Green Center
When: 8:30am-9:30am
Model United Nadons- In
Session Debates
Wbere: Green Center
When: 9:30- Noon &
lpm-4pm
Model United Natlons-Ciollng

Wbere: Green Center
Wben: 4 pm- S pm
Contervatory Students Music Showcase

Wbere: Amarnick-Goldstein
Concert Hall, de Hoemle International Center
When: II am- 12:15 pm
A Taste of Florida Festival
What: Hosted by students
from our Hospitality Club,
lunch will feature dishes from
a traditional Florida menu.
Where: Lynn Student Center
Cafeteria & Lakeside Patio
When: 11:15 am-1:15pm
CampusToun
Where: Lobby, de Hoemle International Center
When: 11:30am-lpm
Home Away from Home
(Parents Only)
What: Student Services Panel

Discussion and Q '& A
Where: Amarnick-Goldstein
Concert Hall
When: 1:30

"Bytes"
What: An interactive session
presented by Career Development and Internships and the
Dean of the College of Business and Management.
Where: Henke Wmg, de Hoernle International Center
When: 1:30pm-2:15pm

.

What's New in Brain Research Related to Learning
Where: Henke Wing
When: 2:30pm-3:30pm
1 •
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Women's Soccer
Who: Rollins College
Where: McCusker Sports
Complex
When: 3 pm- S pm
Blue and White Club Aucdon
Where: de Hoemle Sports and
Cultural Center
When: 7 pm- 9:30pm
Movie Night for Junior
Knights
Who: Brothers and Sisters
Where: de Hocmle Lecture
Hall, Green Center
When: 7 pm- 9:30pm
Saturday, October 21
Weekend Registration
Where: Lobby, de Hoemle International Center
When: 8 am- 10 am
Coffee with the President
Who: Lynn University President Kevin M. Ross
Where: Green Center
When: 9 am- 10 am
(Continued on back page.. .)
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Family Weekend Schedule (cont.)
Events to Keep You

Bu~y

Throughout the Weekend
When: Noon- 2:30 pm
Men •s· Soccer
Who: Rollins College
\\<1kft: M.flB<a'Sjxm~
When: 2 pm- 4 pm

Don't Miss the Boat! Lynn
University Academic Adventure
Where: Henke Wing
When: 11 am- 11:30 am
The World is Your Oyster:
Get Cultured About Study
Abroad Opportunides
What: Presentby the staff
the Center
IntemationPrograms
and Services
Where: de Hoernle Lecture Hall
When: 11:30am-1 pm
CampusToun
Where: Lobby, de Hoernle International Center
When: 11:30 am- I pm

Flve, Four, Three, Two•• live!
What: Parents, enjoy a tour of the
studio and experiment, haOOs-oo,
with equipment Take with you
proof that you were "on lV!"
Where: Communications Studio, 3rd floor, Eugene M. and
Christine E. Lynn Library
When: 11 :30 am- Noon, Noon12:30 pm, 12:30 pm- I pm.
What's Cooking?
What: Our hospitality chet; Cmig
Schmantowsky, will demonstrate
how to make a scrumptious lJ&.
nanas Foster; tasting encouraged
Where: Benjamin Olewine III
Culinary Kitchen, de Hoernle
International Center
When: 11:30am-Noon,Noon12:30 pm, 12:30 pm- I pm.
Barbecue Picnic
\\<1kft: M<DBa:rSjxm~

Student Golf Cart Parade
What: It's a Lynn tradition you
don't want to miss! Come see
the famed Lynn Student Golf
Cart Parade, as clubs and organizations show their blue and
white spirit during halftime.
\\<1kft: McCu!ka'Sjm;Canpk:lt
When: 2:50pm-3:10pm
Avladon Open House
What: Come visit the Burton
D. Morgan CoUege of Aeronautics and enjoy the free simulator
rides and static aircraft displays.
Where: Boca Raton Municipal
Aitport, 3960 Airport Road
When: I pm- 4 pm
Cocktail Recepdon at the
Historic Sundy House

Where: Sundy House, 106 S.
Swinton Ave., Delray Beach
When: 6:30 pm- 9 pm

Women's aolfer hlttlna the ball out of the aand trap.

Sunday, October 21
Mass
Where: Landgren Chapel
When: 9 am- 10 pm
Sunday Brunch
Where: Student Center Cafeteria
When: 10:30 am 12:30 pm
Conservatory
Concerto
Compeddon Finals
Where: Amamick-Goldstein
Concert Hall, de Hoemle International Center
When: 2 pm- 5 pm

VoUeybaD player, Melissa Roberts servtnatbe baD Ia a prnious match tbia season.
Edlton: lade Bere:z & Stephanie Baker, Art Director: Stephanie Baker, Cin:ul•t6oa Director: Eric Weill, Alhert111a1 Director: Shim Grauman. Stall': Beatriz Lewia. Laura Vam, AlaiD Roche, DcSbanna Minuto, Brian
Fisch, Nicole Pia:olo. Samantha Mmphey, Whit Tower, Megan MeSwceocy, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining. Lia Jabokc:, Ashley Ductrcy, Vmcssa Ott, Cbristiaa Cursioacr. Chris Dorsey, F•culty Adviser: Myles Ludwig.
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Calendar
n Campus Today
SG J\ Meeting
When: 7:00p.m
Where: Cafeteria
This event is only open for
enrolled students.
Contact: John Valentine
Phone: (561)- 237-7152
Email: jvalentine@lynn.edu
Fitness Cluses

Yoga
When: 12:15 p.m- 1:15 p.m
When: 7:00 p.m - 8:00 pm
Where: Lynn Residence Center, 3rd Floor aerobics room.
Volleyball
When: 4:00 p.m
Where: On the sand volleyball
court by the Softball Field
Majors Fair
When: 5:30p.m
Where: Green Center
What: Panelists (alumni, interns, and employers) will describe career options and personal success stories for each
LU academic major. Learn
how you can apply your major
in a career field to make your
dreams come true. Faculty will
provide information on the requirements of the academic
programs within each major.

Meet the Press!
The 2006 iPulse Stoff
Editors
Jade Berez and Stephanie Baker.
Art Directors
Jade Berez and Stephanie Baker.
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year's
Weekto be a hit, since
last year's was
drastically postponed by the
will of mother

time
around, however, nothing
stood in the way
of Lynn hosting
a great weekend
of fun-filled and
educational activities
parents and students participated in everything
from the Model
United Nations
and A Taste
of Florida, to
women's soccer
games and picnic/parade.
Last
Friday
Lynn turned the
Green Center
ence room to
allow students
to conduct their
Model

nual event, and
already
the
amount of parthis

Circulation Director
Eric Weiss
Advertising Director

Shira Grauman
Beatriz Lewis, Lama
Vann, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minuto, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samantha Murphy, Whit

Staff:

Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining. Lia
Jahnke, Ashley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Christina Cutsinger, Chris

Dorsey.
Faculty Advhor: Myles Ludwig.

campuse
weekend
long,
Family
Weekend was a

Family Weekend Wrap-up Men Win
hot Happened On Campus This Weekend
B Samantha Mu hv. Christina Cutsin cr. and Beatriz Lewis

Conferen(e Champions
A Jean Alexandre goal in
double-overtime gave the
Lynn University
soccer

team a 2-1 vict(Jcy l!pWilil RDI·
!ins CoUege and made them the
2006 Sunshine State Conference
Regular Season Champions.

A Taste of Florida- At this event there were lots of tables and
chairs set up under tents for srudents and their families to sit back,

relax, and enjoy some great food. There were grills set up to cook
some barbecued delights, and also some smaller tables with other
goodies to munch on, like cakes and cookies. Most of the lunch
offered inside was normal to our everyday cafeteria offerings,
however parents were everywhere! Around noon, the cafeteria
I

The Knights will now be the
no. I seed at the SSC Tournament, which they will host on
Friday, October 27 and Sunday, October 29.
Men's soccer wins its fourth
regular season title becoming
the founh school in conference
history with four titles. Lynn
now has 20 conference titles in
school history for all spons.
"This was an outstanding
match played between to outstanding teams," said head
coach Shaun Pendleton.

.

I Clllb aucti0i1.
Live Auction- On
parents, srudents and faculty attended
the 8th annual Blue and White club auction. Some of the prizes in
the silent auction were Heat tickets, two nights stay at Palm Beach
Marriott, and a two-day cruise event to the Bahamas. The list
continued with more great prizes. Some of the live auction items
included were a trip to Las Vegas, lunch with the president, Kevin
M. Ross, diamond earrings, and my personal favorite a reserved
parking spot for a srudent on campus! The event was super entertaining all evening. The profits from this event benefited different
Lynn athletic teams. This was definitely a very exciting event this
weekend that c\'t:l)'CDC

omen's$o((er Still in Running
Rv Chad Beattie

Rv Chad Beattie

men's

Playoff Hopes Alive

'The coaching staff is extremely
proud of this team after all the
hurdles they have had to overcome. I thought we may have
ended it earlier in the game but
Jean scored on a fantastic goal
We made some necessmy defensive adjusttnents after the first half
and it appeared to work out ok for
us. I teU you it's going to be very
nice to have the conference twr·
nament here on our horne field"
Goalkeeper, Tim Melia, recorded four saves in the win
while his counterpan tallied
six saves. LU outshot RC 178 but allowed just two shots
from the second half on.

The women's soccer team break in the 62nd minute. Vanreversed their bad fonunes essa Zalis set up for a free kick
with a 1..() victory over 25th· at the far side of the field, just
ranked Rollins College Friday inside the Tars territory, while
afternoon. The win keeps the the Knights attackers moved to
Knights playoff aspirations just above the center of the ISalive as they need Saint Leo to yard box. The sophomore dewin or tie Barry to earn a binh fenders kick sailed high into the
in the Sunshine State Confer- air where Lindsay Taylor and
ence Tournament. Lynn im- Summer McphiUips each fought
proves to 7-8-1 overall and 3-5 for the 50/50 ball. Tars keeper
Stephanie Woelfel charged out
in the sse.
of net but Taylor inadvertently
played headed the ball back into her
tough to- own net for the goal.
and I'm
tremely Rollins (10-4-3, 3-2-3) could
of our not mount an offensive attack
effort,"
said in the waning moments. The
head
coach defensive front of Courtney
..
'"l'
ZallsRocky Orez- O'Connell, Alyssa Rijavec,
zoli. "I though Breanna Heising, Megan Walsh
our second half was probably and Zalis frustrated the Tars at
one of our better halves of the every rum and allowed just one
year. Although our goal came shot over the final 15 minutes.
on an own goal, we had mulKnights'
tiple scoring chances. Now
keeper Jenniour post-season fate lies in the
fer Shropshire
hands of another team."
made the save
of the day, running offher line
and making a

to the far post, preserving her
fourth shutout of the season.
O'Connell

before roaring
back for an 8-3 shot differential in the second half. Rollins was held without a goal or
point for just the fourth time
this year.
Lynn finally caught its lucky

If Saint Leo ties or defeats
Barry on Saturday, then Lynn
University would travel to
play Nova Southeastern on
Tuesday, October 24 in the
first round of the conference
tournament.

$10 OFF. ~I!'
yo•r flrst pyrchCI$C

ORDiiR ONLINii TODAY
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The SSC Tournament begins
on Tuesday, October 24. Lynn
University receives a first
round bye as the no. 1 seed
and will begin play on Friday,
October 27.

Girls & Sports
5W;Ji~~,G~ft!,.-, ,

On Sarurday there were twenty-three candidates that were competing to become the finalists to be a pan of the Lynn Philhannonia Orchestra. On Sunday eight finalists performed in the Amarnick--Goldstein Concert Hall. The winners of the competition
were Piero Alves Guimaraes, Valentin Mansurov, and Charles
Swan. Each person had a lot of talent and was very devoted to
their music. One could tell that the finalists were very driven and
had practiced a lot. Each finalist was competing for the same
title and wanted to make that one first impression unforgettable.
Congratulations to all who participated!

A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Question Of The Day

What's your opinion on Hilary Clinton running for President?

On Campus Today

II\

Internship Orientation
When: 12:00 pm - I :30 pm
Where: DeHoemle Lecture
Hall
What: The internship ~
tion is mandatory for all Lynn
University students wishing to
do an internship. Apply your
skills in a for-credit intern- "I absolutely love it She's intelship. This workshop walks you ligent"
tluough the process of securing Liliana Lee, Senior
an internship, getting registered,
and succeeding at the work site.

lk.~tnt l .t:\\1,

"I think she'd do great."

'~don't think it "'lUkk be a great idea
becaJse ofher husbarKI's scaOOal."

Jessica Covert, Freshmen

Majors Fair: What Can You

J(,U ComOOian "Ronnie .Jordan"

Where: Knights' Court
Wilen: 7:00pm- 12:00 am
What: This hilarious comedian
comes to Lynn as pan of a nationwide tour and will have you
laughing from start to finish.
For more information, stop by
the Information Station in the
Student Center lobby.

Meet the Press!
he 2006 iPulse Staff
Editors:
Jade Berez and
Stephanie Baker.
Art Director:
Baker

Stephanie

Circulation Director: Eric
Weiss
Advertising Director: Shira Grauman
Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura
Varm, Alain Roche, DeShanna
Minuto, Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Samantha Murphy, Whit
Tower, Megan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, Kelsey Breining, Lia
Jalmke, Ashley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Cluistina Cutsinger, Chris
Dorsey.

Faculty Advfior: Myles Ludwig.

"It's a good change. It would be
interesting to see what happens."
Elliot Amos, Senior

''Therehasn'tbeenawomanpresident yet I'd love to see that"

"It's good that a woman is finally stepping out."

Nicole Lc ~ • Junior

Jana 'f iHlll•, Freshmen

Breast Cancer Awareness Month
What You Need to Know About (an(er
~

:\ lam

Roch~

What should everyone's
favorite color be for this
month? Well, that's easy:
Pink! Not just because
it is a bold, pretty color,
but because the color
pink represents Breast
Cancer Awareness and
October is to National
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. If you are someone who has had breast
cancer, or know someone
who has - then keep reading because this article
will let you know what you can do to possibly
help prevent the disease or to get involved in
helping woman conquer this disease!

oona Adopls Malawian 8(7(
lh A,hJc · Du<krcv

Do with a Major?

When: 5:30 pm - 12:00 am
Where: AG Concert Hall
What: Panelists (alumni,
interns, and employers) will
describe career options and
personal success stories for
each LU academic major.
Learn how you can apply
your major in a career field
to make your dreams come
true. Faculty will provide
information on the requirements of the academic programs within each major.

New Addition

mography, a clinical breast examination, and
learn how to administer a breast-self examination. Remember - you are never too young to
get this disease, so don't waste time; make an
appointment to get checked.
One of the main
objectives
of
National Breast
Cancer ~
ness Month is not
only to highlight
~-~~-~ just how serious
this disease is

.:. .

_,

but also to mise
funds for breast
cancer research.
1k public ncods
to lllldmtmd that the more money we can raise the
closer we can come to finding a cure. Unfortunately,
breast cancer is currently the second leading cause of
death among American women, which is why we all
must do everything we can to fight the disease!

For almost twenty years National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month has helped educate millions
of woman about breast cancer issues and the
importance of early detection. Not only does the
organization increase awareness of this disease,
the NBCAM also offers free mammography's Research shows that age and certain genetic fuctors
for woman who are not able to pay for this criti- may increase the risk of breast cancer. Scientists are
cal detection procedure.
also exploring how different diets and hormonal
factors might be linked to possible causes - even
Most women our woman at younger ages should start becoming
age (between the more aware of these possible risk factors and start
ages of 17-23) are making healthier choices in their lives.
less likely to have
suffered from this Probably the most important point of the whole
disease; however campaign is early detection because the earlier you
more and more detect it, the higher chance you have of becoming
women are getting a survivor. Several major C0111Jl811ies are gening 11r
diagnosed. During gether and selling pmducts specifically designed to
this month, we tty mise breast cancer awareness and are donating their
to encourage ev- profits to many different Breast Cancer Societies. So,
ery woman to get let's all put on our pink, wear it proudly and show the
a screening mam- world that together - we can help find a cure!

Madonnl and hruba:nd Guy
Ritchie made it official last
Thursday that yes in fact they
had adopted a one year old boy
from an orphanage in the village
of MchinjL in Malawi, Afti(:a.
The boy known as Baby David
had been living in the Home of
Hope Orphanage after his mother
died one week after giving birth
to him. The couple had been
looking to expand their brood for
quite some time because Madonna issued a statement saying the
adoption had been in the process
for several months.
This adoption has come under
fire in recent days because human rights groups believe that
Madonna was give preferential
treatment in rushing along the
somewhat slow process.
Malawi laws say prospective parents must stay with the child in the

country for 18-24 months while
they are monitored and assessed
by child welfare officers before
the adoption can become final.

Madonna's publicist, Liz Rosenberg, said the couple had been
granted temporary custody of
the child for 18 months, and will
be evaluated by the courts of
Malawi per the tribal customs of
the countty, albeit in England
The child's filther wOO legally
signed off on the ~ bia.ted
the human rights group; giving Madonna a poblem saying, "Where
were these people when David was
struggling in the orphanage? These
so-<:alled human rights group;
should leave my baby alone."

Madonna thanked the public for
all the weU wishes and prayers that

had been sent her way and asked
that her filmily be given room and
~ ''to

thejoywe

Ugly Betty

Soccer Sweeps SSC Honors Again

VShow Review

Men's Soccer Grabs Fourth SSC Tide

B) SJrn.tnlh.a C\lu
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Have you ever heard of a TV
show called "Yo Soy Betty La
Fea?" Probably not, since it's a
Colombian telenovela.

oman Guilty
Convi<led lor Aidmg Tcrroml Grou

J"""·'

B~ \
011
Lynne Stewart was sentenced
to twenty eight months in prison two weeks ago for helping,
Omar Abdel-Rahman, a blind
Sheik, currently serving life in
prison for plotting to blow off
five New York City landmarks,
and assassinate the Egyptian
president.
She was found guilty for
smuggling messages of lethal potential. In 1993, Abdel-Rahman killed several
in an attack on the World
Trade Center.
When Stewart was given her
sentence ofless than two and a
half years, she smiled. She had
faced thirty years, but was diagnosed with cancer at the age
of sixty seven.
A civil defense lawyer said
that if you were to send her
to prison she would die,
making this a sentence of
compassion.
Granted, Stewart was not an
accomplice in the 1993 Twin
Towers bombing, but dearly
hates her country and is a danger to the United States.
During a televised interview,
Fox News' Bill O'Reilly said
that he was compassionate to
Stewart's recent diagnosis of
breast cancer, but would have
given her five years.
O'Reilly said, "The judge
went easy on her." According to a CNN.com article,
further reasons for the light
punishment was due to
Stewart's, "dedication to
helping the poor and disadvantaged and for her public

service to the nation."
When Stewart was questioned
about her feelings on the sentence outside of the courthouse, she told reporters she
thought the sentence was, "A
victory for doing good work
all one's life. You get time off
for good behavior usually at
the end of your prison term. I
got it at the beginning."

However, you may have heard

-Of "Ugly Betty," a great new
show on ABC, in which is
based on that same telenovela.
"Ugly Betty" isaboutahigh-paced
fitshion magazine called "Mode".
The publishing mogul Bradford
Meade (Alan Dale, "The O.C."),
decided to hand over the
to his son, Daniel (Eric Mabius,
"The L Word''), who has had a
reputalion ofbeing a player.

mns

Due to those cirrurnstances,
Bradford immediately hired the
show's star, Betty Suarez (America Ferena, "The Sistetbood of
the Traveling Pants''); the intelligent, sweet, ye1 clueless and
bizarrely unfashionable young
woman to he Daniel's assistant.
Even though Betty doesn't
seem the type for the job, Bradford knows Daniel will get his
work done, since Betty may he
the only woman in NYC that he
wouldn't sleep with.
Together, Betty and Daniel become a team, with no plans to
be brought down. Up against
them is "diva fashionista" Wilhelmina Slater, and her assistant
Marc, who are !tying to sabotage the power-duo at all costs.
Slater thought she deserved to
get the publishing title handed
to her, instead of Daniel, which
is why she is on a revenge rampage. However, Betty's life isn't
all dominating and successful.
Back at home, Betty's father, Ignacio, and sister Hilda aren't exactly encouraging her success.
Yet Betty won't let that bring
her down; she's a powethouse
of hope and courage, and nothing will stand in her way.
If you are looking for a funny,
heart-warming new show, tune
into "Ugly Betty" on ABC every Thursday at Spm.

olleyboll hos Busy Schedule
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Adding to the celebration of to record a point The Preston,
their fourth regular season Sun- England native has been tough on
shine State Conference Title, all opponents this season and is
Lynn University's men's soc- a leader on a defense that has alcer players Jean Alexandre and lowed j\19 eight goals in 15 games
Courtney Rimmer swept sse (053 goals-against average).
player of the week honors.
Lynn receives a first-round bye
Alexandre and will begin play in the sse
t
F .
scored the game- To

wuuung goal
against Rollins
while Rimmer
4 'fl.
t
held the confer-

l

sse Play

="'

~
leading
tJoal'lfh
goal scorer and
point leader scoreless.
Lynn has tied a program record
with seven sse player of the
week awards and has swept
the honors twice in a season
for the first time since 2003.
Alexandre (Delray Beach,
Fla.) picked the perfect time to
score his first game-winning
goal of the year. The sophomore ntidfielder scored from
20-yards out in the I 07th minute to give Lynn a 2-1 victory
against no. 21 Rollins.

The vicuy sewred a oo. I seed
fir the Ftghting Knights in the sse
TOOilllll1'lCll, of which they have
10UI twoofthe last three years. The
2005 toomament was cancelled rue
to Hunic:ane Wtlma.

'

SSCAward

~k"rn.an

With the 2007 volleyball season drawing to a close, Lynn
closes out the away portion of
their Sunshine State Conference schedule this weekend.
The Knights travel to Eckerd
College and Rollins College
on Saturday and Sunday, respectively, but first host nationally ranked #10 Florida
Gulf Coast on Tuesday.

Ployer of the Week
lh ( h.ad lk.allac

was
""'"""' ,.~•. Co-

Playthe \\Uk
days after
she helped the
Knights defense shut out Rollins Collcge and secure a bid
into the conference tournament
O'Connell is the first defender
in program history and to earn

Larissa
itherspoon
needs just 14 digs for I ,000
in her career. The mark
would also make her Lynn's
only 1,000/1,000 player in
school history. Witherspoon
notched her I ,OOOth career
kill on Oct. 8th, at home
against Rollins.

player of the week honors.
O'Connell has excelled as the
leader of the Knights defense.
A walk-on midfielder in 2005,
she has helped Lynn double the
amount of shutouts from the
previous year. Against Rollins, O'Connell held the team's
leading goal scorer and point
leader, to zero points for just
the fourth time this season. The
victory, coupled with a Barry
loss, helped give the Blue and
White their third SSC Tournament berth in four years.

as she
a mere
13 assists for
1,000. She is already fifth
on the all-time career list
with 987 assists and would
become just the fourth LU
player to amass over I ,000 in
a single season.

sse

first in the
in NCAA Division II in
scoring olfeme. a.is O:nmi (13
pb, 33 poinls) was held to two
shoo; while Jon Grucnewakl (12 .....
sisls) did not attempt a slrt on net
It marked just the second time
this season neither one was able

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feir1$1ein
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On Campus Today

Enterpnre Among Top Fiye_Places to.Launch a Career

Businesswcek Magazine _Names Company One of Best Places College Grads Can go to Launch a Career
II Lisa M;JJtmi

-

Fitness Classes
When: Yoga, 12:15-1:15 pm
and 7-8 pm; Karate, 4-5 p.m
Where: Lynn Residence
Center, 3rd floor aerobics
room.

Ready to graduate? Sure. Robe? Check. Course
requirements? Check. Furure? Uh oh.

ment training program that teaches employees
how to run their own businesses.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car, North America's largest rental car company, has again been listed
as one of the best places college graduates and
young professionals can turn to for a promising
career.

In fact, nearly 100 percent of Enterprise's current senior management - including the president and CEO - started as management trainees, learning the ins and outs of the business.

The company recently earned the No. 5 spot on
BusinessWeek's inaugural list of "Best Places
to Launch a Career."

Majors Fair
When: 5:30p.m
Where: Green Center
What: Panelists (alumni,
interns, and employers) will
describe career options and
personal success stories for
each LU academic major.
Learn how you can apply
your major in a career field
to make your dreams come
true. Faculty will provide
information on the requirements of the academic programs within each major.

BusinessWeek used three sources of data - a
survey of career services directors, a survey
of employers, and a student survey conducted
by Universum Communications, a market-research firm based in Philadelphia - to develop
its rankings.
"It's a great honor to be on the BusinessWeek
list and we thank everyone involved for supporting our business and employees," said Marie Artim, assistant vice president, recruiting at
Enterprise.
"We especially appreciate the fact that career
services directors surveyed ranked Enterprise as
the No. I employer for entry-level workers."
Enterprise, which hires about 7,000 college
graduates a year, has a well-developed manage-

Meet the Press!

"At Enterprise, we instill a fun,
exciting atmosphere, where
employees are in charge of
their careers and set their own
pace for career growlli;" Artim
said. "Because we strOngly encourage a promote-from-within philosophy, as individuals
learn, they move rapidly into
branch management positions
and beyond, typically becoming branch managers within
two to three years."

Other recent recognition for
Enterprise includes being
named the No. I entry-level
employer by CollegeGrad.
com, being featured in the
"Lynn University has been a great place for En- 2007 Princeton Review
terprise to find employees who want to learn book as a best company for
to run a business from the ground up," Erin entry-level jobs, and the No.
Sylvester, local recruiter for Enterprise said. I spot on Diverse: Issues
"We're a company that believes in training and in Higher Education's list
developing employees to become the furure of of "Top 30 National Firms
our business. n
Most Effective at Diversity
Recruiting."
The company's management training program
enables employees who work in the rental car For students looking for an
offices to learn how to manage profit-and-loss internship, Enterprise offers
statements, control expenses and implement a spots for more than 1,500
comprehensive business plan - a sort of MBA interns a year. Fortune.com
named Enterprise one of the
crash course.
"Five Best Internships for
Within nine to 12 months, managers in train- Real Work" during the suming are typically eligible for promotion and get merof2006.
the opportunity to run part of the rental branch
business as if it were their own, including shar- Interns at Enterprise are ining in the profits they help create.
volved in all aspects of running
the business and are given the
responsibilities of a full-time
employee.
At Lynn University, Enterprise hires about 4
stndents each year, and there are 10 alumni currently working in the Enterprise family.

Question of the Day

a 2006 iPulse Staff

Da you feel that educotional electroni(s really help ochild learn?

For more information about
Enterprise or its management
training program, students
should contact their career
center or go to www.enterprise.com/careers.

Rt'pork'd b) lkatrtt Lewts
Editors
Jade Berez and Stephanie
Baker.
Art Directors
Jade Berez and Stephanie
Baker.
Circulation Director
Eric Weiss

"I think one on one has more
impact then technology."

Advertising Director
Shira Grauman

Lauren Holmes, Sophomore

"I think a formal education is
better, but they're still helpful
and entertaining."
Katie Klibanoff-DomBrowski,
Junior

"I feel that it helps, but it's not
the only way."
Baylee Allard, Sophomore
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Enterprise Rent-A-Car operates more than 850,000 rental
and fleet services vehicles
worldwide and has annual revenues of more than $9 billion.
Last year, Enterprise opened
more than 400 new locations.
increasing its total locations
to nearly 7,000. The company
operates more than 900 offices
in Canada, United Kingdom,
Germany and Ireland.
Enterprise is currently number
16 on the Forbes '500 Largest
Private Companies in America' list. For more information
about Enterprise visit www.
enterprise.com.
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Malie 1\ntninette
Movie Review
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In the late 1700s, Marie Antoinette, a sweet, naive Austrianborn girl, gets dispatched by
her family to marry the future
king of France, Louis XVI.

The palace is full of conspiracy
and scandal and she is expected
to accomplish her duty as queen
to produce an heir so he can stabilize their political status.
This is a hard taSk because her
husband is completely clueless
when it comes to romance. He's
not affectionate towards her and
people start spreading rumors
about her. Antoinette is lttlder
a lot of pressure and decides to
forget her duties on the throne.

While the palace in Versailles is
glamorous and extravagant, Antoinette struggles to fit in with the
customs and the foreign court.
She rebels by excessive shopping sprees, throwing wild
parties and hooking up with a
hunky war hero.

As time goes by,Antoinettemakes
the nation go in do:bt and di<iappoinls the townspeople. During
this time she has two children,
Marie Therese and I..oois XVII.

A\'

With all the harsh gossip going around the angry peasants
don' t want her on the throne
anymore and she gets kicked
out of Versailles.
If you want to live like a princess and party, then you 'II enjoy this movie!

Sc•L'~

If you've taken a walk past the
gym lately, you might have noticed some construction. Have
you wondered what is being
done to our gym? Well, we are
in the process of rebuilding
many facilities that will drastically change the appearance of
campus, starting with the gym.

Baseball Stadium
For the past two years, many people have been contributing their

thoughts, time and dedication to
get nicer fucilities around campus. Over the next few )UIS. here
at Lynn, building and constructing will be happening and a new
campus will be unraveling.
The gym will transform into a
new building with a three level
parking garage, fimess center,
locker rooms and athletic offices.
The baseball field will become
a large stadium with seating up
to 750 people. The softball field
will seat up to SOO and both will
possess lights to give the teams
a chance to compete in night
games at their home fields.

When she finally starts getting
excited to run the throne, the
people couldn't deal with it
anymore.
One night they marched up
to the palace with torches
and started chanting "Kill the
Queen!"

J(t.:it:

weren't enough to pull off an
upset over Florida Gulf Coast.
The Eagles downed the host
Knights 3-0 in non-conference
action Tuesday night.

Tennis h¥11111111
The tennis pavilion will have
3 practice courts, 6 varsity
courts, a pro shop, and a hospitality room. The pool area
will soon contain a stadium
type seating area that will hold
up to 350 people who will be
looking at brand new pools
sized at 25 yards with 8 lanes.
As for soccer, they will be
competing in a stadium capable of holding 750 fans
furnished with beautiful new

It is unknown when the plans
will be completed. The expected due date is always an estimate for the simple fact that
it is a drastic project that can
be affected by uncontrollable
forces, such as weather.

Larissa Witherspoon
became the first
1,000 / 1,000
player in Lynn
history...collecting -,o:algs to
set the mark.

I've pll]~ 1!\)lf siooe I was
years old. Golf is my passion
and my world. I used to play two
times a week back at home in El
Salvador, but I woke up one day
saying I wanted to do this for a
living, so I decided to practice
every day and tty to be better one
day after another.
I have a lot of goals in life. One
is to graduate from the university
and the other is to make it on the
PGA Tour. If! make it I want to
play golf for a living. I know it
won't be easy, because life is not
easy, but I believe I can make it.

I know what I have to do- practice, practice and practice. I have
come from the back in the sport
When I was IS years old I had a
goal to be in the 10p five players of
my oountty. I achieved that when
I turned 19. It took me four )UIS.
bul at the end it didn't matter because I got wball wanted.
When I turned 20, I got on to
Lynn's golf team. I got really
excited. but I knew it was a big
responsibility. I have been playing on the golf team for a year
now. Now, this second year, I
decided to sacrifice and make
some changes in my lile and in
the sport. I have a personal golf
instructor evecy day from 1-S
p.m. and I work on the gym from
7-8 p.m. Is a big sacrifice, but I
think that sometimes you have to
make some changes to get to next
level and be number one. I talked
to Bob lmpaglia, my personal

m=wr on
ht: got
his camera and filmed my golf
swing. After hitting 300 balls, he
told me that my swing has a lot
of power and that I don't need
dis1llnce, bul I need mOle control
over the baU.
He told me we were going to fix
my short game. The short game
is when you missed the second shot to get in to the hole. In
other words, if you have a good
short game it doesn't matter if
you missed because you have
a chance to get a good score on
that hole.

I started on Monday hitting I 00
balls to the flag inside I 00 yards
and then I putt I feel I have improved a lot He has fuith in me
and I have faith in him. I know
that with his help I am going to
be a better player.

Milestones
, omen's Volleyball
8 Jeff<!

Messman

A pair of volleyball players
set career milestones but they

lleodiM!r

Also setting a
milestone was
setter Megan
Bedner. With
26 assists on the
day, she passed
1,000 for the
season and for
her career.

Knobeloch led
the
Knights
~<irlt 10 kiUs,
hitting at an impressive .391.
Schade added
eight digs and
a pair of aces in
the loss. Senior
Melissa Robens added 14 digs
while lrmina Zamara chipped
in with eight kills.
Lynn next travels to Eckerd
and
Rollins
this weekend to
close out their
ISW1Shine State
Conference
road schedule.
The
Knights
face the Tritons on Saturday in
St.. Petersburg, Fla., and the tars
on Sunday in Winter Park, Fla.
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On Campus Today

Letter From The President
cknowledgement of (om pus loss
th 1\c' m 1\1 Rn"

Friday, October l7

Dear Lynn UnM:rsity conmnmity,

Lynn Knightmare 2006 Halloween Party

A terrible tragedy has occurred. Early Saturday morning, two of our alumni lost
their lives, and a former and
current student were injured,
when a driver hit their car at
the intersection of Palmetto
Park Road and Interstate 95.

When: 6:00pm-8:00pm
Where: Freiburger Lawn
What: Come experience
the giant, inflatable Haunted
House equipped with six scary
rooms and other traditional
Halloween activities.

Saturday, October 28
KAT Trip to Halloween
Horror Nights

Contact: John Valentine
Phone: 561-237-7152
What: This trip is becoming a regular occurrence at
Lynn as students experience
Universal Studios Halloween Horror . Nights. Space
is limited so sign up early
at the Information Station.

Meet the Press!
The 2006 iPulse Stoff
Editors
Jade Berez and Stephanie
Baker.

Jessica Bournans and Vanessa
Wolff, who both received their
undergraduate degrees in 2005,
were killed. Jessica was also
enrolled in the MBA program.

Administration. Funeral services for Vanessa will be Friday,
Oct. 27 at 2 p.m. at Lake Lawn
Cemetery in Metairie , Louisiana . Friends of the family are
welcome to attend. For specific
infoin)Btion, please contact the
funeral home at 504486-6331.
In lieu of tl.owers, the family has asked that donations
be made to Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD).

Jessica was from Westfield, NJ
. A Mass of Christian Burial
will be at I 0 a.m. on Friday
at Holy Trinity Church, WestAlumna Paula Coccia ('06) of field, New Jersey. The entombOld Forge, Penn. and Master ment will be at Gate of Heaven
of Business Administration Cemetery, East Hanover, New
student Leila Storey of Boca Jersey .
Raton survived the accident.
Paula, who was visiting for the The university is planning a
weekend, was seriously injured memorial service honoring
and is in the trauma unit of Del- Jessica and Vanessa on Thursray Medical Center . Leila, who day, Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in the
is the daughter ofValerie Storey Henke Room in the deHoemle
, assistant professor in the Don- International Center . Counselald E. and Helen L. Ross Col- ing Center staff is available to
lege of Education, is in Boca all students Monday through
Raton Community Hospital .
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and Fridays from 8 a.m. to 5
Vanessa was from Metairie, p.m.
Louisiana . She was engaged to
Ross Lumsden, another Lynn Expressions of sympathy can
University alumnus whom be sent to the Wolff family and
many in the university commu- Ross Lumsden at:
nity know as a star soccer player and former gfaduate assis- Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Wolff
tant in the Office of University 2204 Metairie Court

Metairie , LA 7000 I
Mr. Ross Lumsden
233 S. Federal Highway, #714
Boca Raton, FL 33432
It is especially during difficult
times like this that the Lynn
community's uncommon ability to support and care for each
other emerges. As we mourn
these unspeakable losses, we
draw strength from our memories of Jessica and Vanessa,
and we are able to surround
their families with love. The
university remains physically
and emotionally near Leila and
Paula as they face many challenges on the road to recovery.
Most of all, we recognize that
each day truly is a gift, and
that we must appreciate every
opportunity to say the kind
word, listen when someone
needs a friend, reach out to a
person who is alone, and tell
our friends and family how
precious they are to us.
Please keep Vanessa, Jessica, Leila and Paula and their
families in your thoughts and
prayers.
Sincerely,

Kevin M. Ross
President

Question of the Day
What is your opinion on Iraq having control of security?
R,·r\)ftt..'d h\ lk·atnl I rr..'\\ 1....
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This week Lynn held major
fairs at night to talk about each
major. I attended the Major
Fair for Hospitality Management, and learned quite a lot.
The fair was set up panelstyle, with six members holding positions in the hospitality
management field. Most of the
audience were freshmen questioning their futures.
The Dean of Hospitality, Mike
Hampton, was the moderator
of the event, he asked a lot
of questions and said a lot of
thought provoking things;
''One of the considerations
for you to think about while
you're here tonight is, what's
next?"
From there, each of the speakers talked about their experi:
ences in the hospitality field
lttus far.
All of the speakers were very
proud of what they have accomplished, too, which is very
admirable. "I affect positive
change every day," speaker Diana Cutaia (owner and founder
ofAdvance Sports Educational
Services) said to the crowd.
The speakers' job titles ranged a
lot; from hotel management, to
CEO's of companies, to country club owners, and more.

Circulation Director
Eric Weiss
Advertising Director
Shira Grauman

Majors Fair
Hospitality Management

"I think it's a scary situation because who knows if they'd want
to backlash the Uni~ States."
Ki m Parry, Freshmen

"I think it's a good idea because
they need to be able to depend
on themselves for a change."
Denise Strasberg, Sophomore

"I don't like the idea at all. I
just want to bring the troops
home"
Jesse Wiles, Sophomore

"I think it's a good idea, I support i~."
Stephen Landy, Sophomore

"I think it's dangerous"

"I think it's time for them to
take care of themselves."

Hayley Wolk, Freshmen

Lynette Nixon, Junior

Each speaker talked about their
experiences and gave pointers
and tips on how to be successful.
Even though this industry is
fun, and you help people every
day, it isn't always going to be
easy. "You have to be willing
to work," said Steven Bielsky (general manager of Palm
Beach Country Club).

Afterward there was a gathering outside the concert hall for
the students to network with the
professors of the hospitality department and learn even more
about their future potential.

he Omen Women Fall To NSU

Mark's at the Pruk

Restaurant Review

Movie Review
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Sauer Defeated in Quarterflnals
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The movie begins in Rome,
where young diplomat, Robert Thorne, discovers that his
wife, Katherine, has just lost
her baby giving birth.

Looking for a classy dinner
spot? Take a look at Mizner
Park. Mark's at the Park in
Mizner Park is located in the
heart of downtown Boca Raton, and is a great place. You
can eat inside or outside and
enjoy the great atmosphere.
Mark's is open Monday thru
Saturday ll am- II pm, and
Sunday llam-9pm, with a
great brunch offering traditional brunch. The cost is $24.00
for the entire buffet plus additional menu items.
For their main dinner menu,
they offer various appetizers,
salads, pizzas, and entn!es..
Some popular items include;
Jumbo Gulf Shrimp "Saganaki" with tomato, Kalamata
olives, lemon, capers, and feta
cheese, for $16. My favorite salad is the baby iceberg
''wedge" salad with crumbled
Maytag blue cheese dressing,
apple wood bacon, and roma
tomatoes, $9.
A popular choice are the wood
oven flat bread, Margherita
with tomato sauce, fresh mozzarella and chiffonade basil
costing $11.
The menu changes every day,
offering many new chef favorites. Everything is made fresh
from the kitchen.
The Atmosphere is an upscale
restaurant with se11ting outside
or inside, both are favored. The
employees are very eager to offer specials and their personal
recommendations for those of
you who are indecisive.
So, if you are thinking of a
great place to enjoy a delicious
meal for your money, go and
take pleasure in a nice dinner
or lunch at Mark's at the Park,
in Mizner Park.
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Father Spiletto, the Priest,
tells Robert of an abandoned
child in the hospital. Robert
agrees to take the abandoned
son as his own without telling
his wife of their loss.
After an "accident" takes
place, Robert is promoted to
the job of US Ambassador of
England. He and Katherine
live a relatively normal life,
until five years later. As their
son, Damien, approaches his
sixth birthday, the family witnesses a series of strange occurrences.
Their nanny commits suicide
at Damien 's birthday party, a
field trip to the zoo ends up in
a panicked frenzy, and when
they are driving to church,
Damien starts freaking out.
The nanny's replacement,
Mrs. Baylock, seems to have
a strong devotion towards Damien. Damien all but ignores
Katherine, who assumes at
first that it is because of her
failure as a mother.
Soon, however, Thorn starts
to realize that Damien isn't
an ordinary boy, but is in fact
the devil. Robert tries in vain
to keep Damien under control
and his wife as far away as
possible from finding out.

for the SSC Women's Soccer
Tournament the last three years.
The Knights lose only two players to graduation and will return
10 of their II starters.

Inside the Game
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miscue
lowed Nova Southeastern to
defeat the Lynn University
women's soccer team 2-l in
the quarterfinals of the Sunshine State Conference Tournament. Brittany E;vernden
scored for the Knights as they
close out their season 7-9-l.

..We

played
unbelievo.blc game and
I'm extremely
pi"Ollld of our
girls,"
said
head
coach
~ "'l, Rocky Orez"The
Evernden
zoli.
second half was one of the
most exciting halves of soccer
we've played all season long.
We pad a couple of good scoring chances but unfortunately
they didn't bounce in our favor. Our team is young and I
think we're going to have an
. even better year next season."
aJI

With the score tied and both
teams unable to capitalize
on scoring chances, luck fell
in NSU's favor. The Sharks
juked a couple of Knights defenders and dribbled the ball
towards the top left corner of
the 18-yard box. They sent a
Thorne gets help of a photog- slow desperation cross through
rapher who has discovered a· the six-yard box where one of
disturbing pattern in the pho- the LU defenders accidentally
tographs of his subjects.
kicked· in the ball into the net
for the game-winning goal.
Rent the movie and get ready
to scare the socks off your feet! The Blue and White got on
If you're looking for a Hallow-· the board first, their first lead
een !lW"IC, look no further!
over the sharks since the 2005

season. Evernden found a lane
through the Sharks defense and
launched a shot from 35 yards
out to the left post. NSU keeper's initial stumble slowed her
up enough to allow the shot to
go in for the 1-0 lead.
Nova (11-2-2) responded just
nine minutes later. They dribbled through the LU defense
unchallenged
and sailed a
shot from the
top of the ISyard box to
the upper left
corner. Lynn
keeper JenniSimlpiNI"'
fer Shropshire
couldn't get enough of her fingers on the ball to keep it from
going in.
NSU out shot LU 14-8 with
Shropshire tallying eight saves
to NSU's five. The eight saves
gave Shropshire 85 for the season, putting her third all-time
for a single season at Lynn,.
and 148 for her career, also
third in program history.
Lynn University has qualified

1\,..,~o.·Sc\..J

This week was really interesting because I made a change
in the game. On Friday, I sat
down with my coach and we
talked about changing my
swing. He told me my hands
were behind the ball, and that
made the ball weak when it hit
the green.
He suggested putting my hands
in front of the ball so when
it hits the green, it stops and
make a better ball flight.
I practiced all week, hitting
200 balls to get a feeling for
the change and the results are
much better.
My coach believes in me,
and keeps telling me I have
the ability to make changes and hit much better golf
shots. The point is to be more
consistent and I am looking
forward to that. I am excited
about making more changes
to improve.
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Girls & Sports
A Comic By Jus~n Borus and Andrew Feinsleon
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Halloween on tile Hardwood
Wilen: 7:30 p.m- 9:00 p.m
Where: Gym
What: This evening will be
paclc.cd from start to finish with
different activities as the students are all invited to wear
costumes to the event and participate in the costume contest.
There will also be chances for
students to win prizes, including
$10,000 dollars, as they are officially introduced to the Fighting
Knights basketball teams.
Fitaess classes
Yoga
When: 12:15 p.m-1:15 p.m
When: 7:00p.m- 8:00p.m
Where: Lynn Residence Center,
3rd floor aerobics room

The Freshman 15 is a common
fear of students entering their
first year of college life. However, it is quite a misconception
amongst young adults.

"He got what he deserved, and
the best part is that when he gets
out he will be hroke."

"( think he deserved more because he ruined so many peoples lives."

"Not that much, but he definitely
deserves to be in prison."

Ben Wlesenfeld, Sophomore

"Of course he did! He lied to
his employers and now they are
all bankrupt."

"He should have been sentenced
to more years - that jerk!"

"UsuallywhenyouhaV~:thatmuch

tmney, you can get rid of it"

Katie Bacarella, Freshman

Volleyball
Wben: 4: 00 p.m
Where: On the sand volleyball
court by the softball field

It's that time of year again - time for the 2006
midterm elections. On November 7, Americans
will vote for members of Congress, State Legislatures and some state governors.
Less than two weeks away, the midterm elections are always are held on the first tuesday after the first monday in November of every evennumbered year.

This year politicians are branching out They are
trying to reach the younger audience and they are
using new, popular venues such as MySp11ce, Facebook and YouTube to publicize their viewpoints.
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Along with the changing times, these mediums
have invaded the lives of many young people,
and in reality have become a way for candidates
to receive free exposure on the web.

The phmse "Freshman 15" does
not adequately reveal what studies have proven, which is that
most young adults bodies in college will go under a complete
physical transformation. This is
not indicating any type of developmental enhancement, but rather the expansion of the waist

The fact that anyone can leave comments and
blog freely about the candidates is what some
politicians fear when using these free Internet
sites. People from the opposing side have the
opportunity to post any positive or negative
response they want to. This form of publicity
could easily backfire on the candidates, striving
to get enough votes to win their position.
Frank A. Gonzalez, a democmtic candidate for
Florida's U.S. House District 2 I, has a MySpace
and Facebook account in addition to YouTube
videos on his MySpace profile.
You can visit Gonzalez's MySpace campaign
site at: "www.myspace.com/gonzalezforcongress" for more information. Or you can search
for Clay Shaw, Jr., republican candidate for
Florida's U.S. House District 22 on Facebook
where you will find a photo album of his friends
and family in addition to his political stance.

In fact, the Behavioml Risk
Factor Surveillance System
has shown that the amount
of obesity in college students
has doubled within the last ten
years. Most students in college
experience weight gain due
to an increase in the amount
of junk food eaten in place of
home cooked meals.
The motivation fur being thin
goes beyoOO vanity. The most
important motivation is securing a
healthy lifestyle. Eating right and
exercising has been proven to ~
crease the amount of health problems that can shaw up later in life.
The health risks fium being overweight include but are not limited
to; hean disease, stroke, diabetes,
cancer, sleep apnea, osteoarthritis,
gout, and gall ladder disease.

Another motivation for loosing
weight is your gas tank. That's
right, according to newfound
MySpace receives fifty six million hits a month.
studies, gas mileage is affected
Morethanathousandandfourhundredpeople have
Remember that every vote counts in this mid- by the amount of weight you
listed themselves as current students of Lynn Uniterm election. One ofthe pressing questions this · carry around your waist Shrinkversity and more than eight hundred and fifty peoyear asks, will the Democmts take over Congress ing your waistline can increase
ple have listed themselves as alumni. With 2, 761
or will the Republicans stand strong? Search the the amount of miles you can get
students enrolled, these numbers reflect that over
people who will be representing you via your fa- out of your gas tank.
half of the university has MySpace accounts.
vorite site, whether it is MySpace, Facebook or
YouTube. Make a decision and vote. You could Univasity researcher Sheldon ~
DanieUe Antonuccio, a junior at Lynn, said, "1
be the deciding factor!
cob6on Sl3led "'fa per.;on relilccs
have a MySpace and Facebook account 1 didn't
the weigh! in their car, either by
know that politicians had profiles, but now that I
removing excess baggage, cardo, I will search and check them out I'm origil)'ing around less weight in their
nally from outside of Philadelphia, so I just sent in
trunk, <r, even losing weight, they
a form for my absentee ballot to be mailed to me.
will indeed see a drop in their fuel
I always research the candidates online before I
COII&IIT1ption."The next time you
vote for them. It will be nice to see what kind of
take the advice of a song advising
comments real people are making on their prothat extra ':iunk in the tnmk'' is a
files. It won't be just what the candidates want
nnn on, think about your gas tank.
you to see on their paid website."

Look out iPod the Zune is
coming through. Next month
Microsoft will be releasing a
new MP3 player.
But this is not just another
MP3 player like the iPod,
Microsoft made the Zune
to have features that iPod
doesn't offer.
Everex Systems, just launched
a new energy-efficient laptop
with a Via Technologies C7-M
central processor inside.

The Zune is going to offer
wireless connection allowing
people to share music with
other Zune usetll, also being
able to subscribe to a music

This system will be sold at
Wai-Mart stores for under
$500.

service.

The Via microprocessor inside
Everex's StepNote NC1500
provides !.50Hz performance
at very low power consumption of only 12 watts.
The laptop runs on Microsoft
Windows XP Home edition,
includes a 15.4-inch screen,
built-in wireless-LAN, and a
DVDbumer.
The benefit? Via and Everex
stated that it gives users a 20
percent improvement in battery life over comparable systems.
Both companies worked together to develop tbe design.
They are also attempting to
create more nature-friendly
products with lower total cost
ofownetllhip.
The laptop employs VIA Enhanced PowerSaver and TwinTurbo technology to save
power.
The technologies enable the
system to transition berween
intermediate power states, extending battery life.
The notebook PC is available
throughout the U.S. at over
2,900 Wal-Mart stores, with a
price tag of$498.
Other specifications of the laptop include a 600 byte hard
drive, 512M bytes of DDR2
(double data rate, second generation) DRAM (dynamic
RAM), Via UniChrome graphics, a Lithium Ion battery and
it weighs 5.3 lbs.

The subscription will allow customer to have access
to about 2 million songs for
$14.99 a month.
The Zune also has a 30 GB
digital media player. Besides
being able to share full length
song, people will also be able
to share, play lists, pictures, or
home grown tacks.

In the second five-game marathon match of the season berween the rwo teams, the Lynn
Univetllity volleyball team extracted revenge from an earlier
loss to Rollins College with a
3-2 win. The victory maries the
sixth Sunshine State Conference win of the season, and the
most conference wins for the
Fighting Knights in program
history.
confer-

Head

Lynze
Roos said after the match.
"Especially with the way they
played down the stretch, it also
proved how much our seniors
wanted to help boost the program on their way out."
Senior Larissa Witherspoon

first of her career.
"Megan did a great job leading the team today," said Roos.
''She showed her versatility on
offense and defense, and was a
key factor in the win."
Sophomore

libero

Christie

Schade also had double-digit
digs with 16.

In a back-and-forth first game,
Lynn quelled an 18-13 Rollins advantage with a 9-1 run
highlighted by a pair of kills by
Roberts and capped with a lcill
from Witherspoon. The Tars
would battle back to tie things
up at 25-25, but the Knights
rallied off five of the next six
points including three kills by
Deirdre Knobeloch for the 3026 victory.

of Rollins

paced the Knights (13-13, 6-8
It can store up to 7500 songs,
25,000 pictures, and up to 100
hours of video. The Zune
comes in three colors white,
brown and coffee.
When watching videos the
three- inch screen can be
changed to landscape mode allowing the viewer a better picture. The Zune comes with
a wide variety of accessories,
for your car, in your home, and
for traveling.
For the car it has a built in FM
tuner with and Auto seek and a
car charger.

SSC) with 18 kills, joined in
double-figures by junior lnnina
Zamara with 15 and senior Melissa Roberts with 10. Zamara
hit for a scintillating .414 on
the day.

"Irma has really come through
for us these last few games,"
Roos said. ''She's been coming through with big kills and
strong defensive plays down
the stretch for us."

spoon, evened the score at 2222. With the Tars again taking
a rwo-point advantage at 2725, Lynn rallied off five of the
next six points to complete the
comeback at 30-28.

to make up any room
as the Tars responded to every
LU offensive before closing out
the frame on a 6-1 run.
Rollins (17-12, 5-8 SSC)
looked to have the upper hand
in the thiro game with multiple
5-1 runs before a 6-0 stretch
by the Blue and White, capped
by a pair of kills by Wither-

win,
to a
quick 8-2 lead
courtesy of a
Sd\He
6-0 run. Lynn
wouldn't put together more
than rwo consecutive points the
rest of the frame as RC finished
out the match outscoring the
Blue and White 16-5.
Lynn put themselves in great
position to win in the fifth
game with a 6-0 run to start
things off. The Tars never got
into position to make a threat
to win as the Blue and White
controlled the game from start
to finish, closing things out for
the 15-8 win.
The Knights are 3-1 in fivegame matches this season.
Lynn closes out their road
schedule next as they travel
to St Thomas University on
Tuesday in non-conference action before finishing the season
at home against Nova Southeastern and rival Barry University on Wednesday and Friday
respectively.
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The home package offers TV
and music speakers, a dock,
wireless remote and more.

l:toltol\n.

For travel it offers premium
earphones, connect remote,
gear bag, AC adapter.
With the release of the Zune,
Apple definitely has some
competition on their hands.

Tbe Zune hits stores November 14th.
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